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as such may consult books on the subject.1 In a book
on the teaching of English in India at the school stage
they need not be discussed.
Good reading aloud by the teacher is one indispens-
able condition of success ; and the teacher must at least
be certain that he can render adequately the passage:
he is teaching.
(3) Never ccmiuse the learning of minuiia of language^
or mere explanations of mea?iings or of literary or historical
allusions, or a grammatical treatment of a passage, or
a learning of the subject-matter, with the teaching of
literature. All these devices may be employed without
kindling a spark of appreciation in the pupil. And none
of these devices should be employed for its own sake,,
but each of them may be employed on occasion where
and as they clearly serve one of your main objects in
teaching English. Otherwise leave them alone.
Teaching a Poem
In introducing pupils to an English poem which you
feel to be worth their learning and which they are likely
to enjoy, some trouble can be taken to put them in the
right mood for it first, e.g., by explaining its * motif "
or dwelling on the circumstances of its writing. The
following example of an introduction by way of reading
will suggest the way in which this may be done equally
well orally by the teacher :—
charles's wain 2
To-day I want you to try to understand, with my help,,
a pretty poem written by an Englishman, who spent
1	These are worth consulting :
The Teaching of English, W. S. Tomkinson.
The Teaching of Appreciation, N. Catty.
Expression in Speech and Writing, Greening Lamborn.
Training in Literary Appreciation, F. H. Pritchard.
The Teaching of English Literature, W. McPherson.
The problem is presented to the Indian teacher of adapting
to the particular vernacular and the circumstances of the schools
in his area many excellent suggestions for the teaching of English
literature to English children found in these books.
2	Quoted from The New Method Indian Readers, Book IV, page
244, published by R. S. M. Gulab Singh & Sons, Lahore, Punjab.

